
Switzerland Yearly Meeting have worked on 
answering the Pisac Sustainability Minute, 
approved at the World Plenary Meeting in Peru in 
2016, which asks yearly meetings to initiate at least 
two concrete actions on sustainability, involving 
Young Friends in key roles.

Switzerland Yearly Meeting have:

QUAKERS & SUSTAINABILTIY

Friends all around the world are taking climate 
action, recognising that sustainability and care for 
the earth are integral to our spiritual faith and our 
Quaker testimonies. 

Quakers are urgently conceQuakers are urgently concerned with the human 
impacts of climate change and the interconnected 
issues of peace, justice, human rights and the 
prevention of violent conflict. 

Friends Friends World Committee for Consultation 
(FWCC) has joined with other Quaker 
organisations and signed up to a statement on 
climate change that has been used at the UN 
climate negotiations.

FWCC coordinates a global Quaker sustainability FWCC coordinates a global Quaker sustainability 
movement for positive climate action to help us 
live in right relationship with all creation and in a 
sustainable way on the earth.

Join in and amplify the Quaker voice at:
 

FWCC.WORLD/SUSTAINABILITY
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Switzerland Yearly Meeting

SWITZERLAND YEARLY MEETING

PART OF A SERIES ON 
SUSTAINABILITY IN ACTION

Committed to paying compensation for CO2 
emissions when Friends travel to Quaker meetings 
by plane, donating to “Trees for Africa”, a 
Quaker project in Kenya

Become a member of the “Klima Allianz Schweiz” Become a member of the “Klima Allianz Schweiz” 
(www.klima-allianz.ch), a Swiss umbrella 
organisation with 70 members focused on 
reducing greenhouse gases which are directly
or indirectly caused or influenced by Switzerland

Produced a list of possible actions for individuals Produced a list of possible actions for individuals 
and groups of Friends to take with sustainability in 
mind

Read more about the Yearly Meeting’s sustainability 
work here: www.swiss-quakers.ch/en/sustainability


